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Abstract. The notion of a martingale difference random field is introduced, and sufficient
conditions for a Gibbs random field to possess the martingale difference property are studied.
Various central limit theorems for such random fields are given.

Lel Z' be a lattice (, > 1) and lll be the family of all its finite subsets.

Deffnition 1. We say that a random field (1 ,, t e Z', is a martingale-
difference random field with respect to a given sequence of increasing finite subsets
(s.i.f.s.) VeW, i:1,2..., if El(rl < oo, t € Z',ar.d

(1)

Example 1. Let V;, i - 7,2,.
Suppose a random field €r, t € Zv
(, are independent for t e A, , s €
with respect to V;, i - L,2,. . ..

E ((t I (,, s € v;-t) - o, &.s.

., b" as.i.f.s. and Ai _ yi\Vi-t, j - 2,3,....

Lx, j * k. Then it is a martingale-difference

forall teV\%-, and i:2,3,....
If (1) holds for all s.i.f.s. then the random field is called simply a martingale-

difference random field.

Deflnition 2. We say that a random process Sv , V € !7, forms a martingale
with respect to as.i.f.s. V;, i:1,2,..., if ElSyl ( €, V eW,ar,d therelation

(2) E(Sr, I Sy, ,5v,,

is valid for all i - 2,3, . . . .

,Sv,-,) : S%-r, a.s.

It is easy to see that if a random field (1 , t e Z', is a martingale-difference
with respect to a s.i.f.s. V;, i : 7,2, . .. , then the random process Sv : Drev €r,
V eW, is amartingale with respect to V;, i:1,2,.... Conversely, if a random
process Sv : Dtev €r, V e W , is a martingale with respect to a^ny s.i.f.s. then
the random field (1 , t e Z, is a martingale-difference random field.

There is a wide spectrum of examples of random fields and processes satisfying
the conditions in these definitions.
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Example 2. Let (t, t e Z' , be a random field taking values in a separable
complete metric space X with a o-finite measure p, p(X) > c, defined on its
Borel subsets. Suppose the finite dimensional distributions of this random field
are absolutely continuous with respect to the product measures po : pl"l , v € W
( | . I stands for the number of points in a finite set) and. suppose the densities
pv(a1,t e V), V e W, are strictly positive. Moreover, suppose gv(arrt e V),
V eW , is another system of consistent densities. Then the process

^ ltv(€t,t e V)s':ffir ' vew'

is a martingale with respect to any s.i.f.s.

Example 3. Suppose €t, t € Z',is a random field satisfying El(11 ( oo,
teZratd

E((, l(",s€2"\{r}) -o
Then (1 , t e Z', is a martingale-difference random field.

Example 4. Suppose Z' : UjTj, TilTx -- 0, j + k; and suppose (1,
t e Z', is a random field having the property: Sv : Dr.u€r, V C Q, is a
martingale with respect to any s.i.f.s. V;, i : 1,2,..., V C Ti for any fixed
j : t,zr. . .. If .Sv and SV are, in addition, independent for V C Ti and V C Tp,,
j + k, then the random field (1 , t e Z', is a martingale-difference.

The following example is a special case of Example 4.

Example 5. Supposearandomfield (t,te22, El(rl ( oo, t e22 hasthe
property: for any p, k e Zr

E((1p,ry I ...(o-l,k),((p+l,k) .. .) - 0

arrd ((p,r), €(c,r) areindependentfor h* j. Thentherandomfield (1 ,te22,is
a martingale- difference.

Note that each of the examples considered here has an analogy in the theory
of martingales.

We introduce next a new construction of martingale-difference random fields
which is useful also in the theory of Gibbs random fields.

Suppose Y , Y C ftl, is a symmetric set with respect to the origin (i.e., if
y eY then -y € }/) and g(Y) is the o-algebra of its Borel subsets. Consider a
symmetric measure p, ot 9(Y) (i.e., p,(B): p(-B), B e 9(Y)) satisfying

Lemma L. Let tt, t € Z' , be a random field taking vaJues in Y . Suppose
its finite-dimensional distributions are absolutely continuous with respect to the

t,
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product-measures flol , V € W, with densities py(y1r,Ah,...tAty1), V e W,
satisfying

Pv(9ryrrr0zatrr...,|tvtatv) : pv(yrrtUtzt..,,Uty1), V eW,

for any 0; e {-1,1} , i : 1,2,. . . ,lVl (the superparity property). Then the
random fi.eld tt, t e Z' , is a martingale-difference.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that ^9v : Dtey €r, V e W,is a martingale
with respect to an arbitrary s.i.f.s. That is, for any sequence Vi € W , V C V+t,
i : Lr2r. . ., one has

» E((t I sv, , Svri..., Sv,-r) - o a.s.

-, )

0.

d

The lemma is proven.

Now we introduce the notion of a Gibbs random field. Note that the definition
given below is not general.

Let (Y,%t,pt), t e Z, be a copy of (Y,B,p). A system of measurable
functions O : {iDy, V e W}, defined on (Yy, 9v, pv), is called a potential. Here

Yv : &tevY, 9v : &tev%t, Fv : @tevptt

(8 is here also the symbol of the Cartesian product).
For any v €W and f e Yz,\v we define a function

U{r(y)=» » Qrrj(yr,y),yeYv, yt:(y",s€J), yj:(y",se i),

he symmetry

V;

teV;\%- r

)u 
,l^(tP 

(d') - o for anv A eo((,, s €

be rewritten in the following form: for any

B € ,q(Yv;-,), V;-t € W,

nf
L, I ^ npv;_ l Utrl (a, r) pr(d*)pr,_, ( dy) :

v"'V, -r.'BxYt
nto account the superparity of the densities py
, we have

f
Jr,*ov;-tu{t} 

(Y 
' 
*) t"@*) : Q'

r€%\

This relation can

r€

However, taking i
of the measure p

JCV iCz,1v
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which is called the potential energy. This quantity is finite if for example the
condition

sup )- sup lo.r(y)l < m
aezu J.a-eJeWyeYr

is satisfied.
Define

r 
,1, "*P I - ut@, z)\ v'v11@z)(c[rftf;:t , u€Yr,yeY7"1v.

Suppose that for any f € 17 there exist an increasing sequence V* e W,, le :
1r2,,..., satisfying UpV1,:Z', and, boundary conditions ar €Y2't r such that
the limes (uniform with respect to y e Y1)

-lg (niä)r(y): w@)

exists. Then the system of finite-dimensional densities {pt,I e I;I/} is consistent,
and hence there exists a random field called a Gibbs random field.

Deffnition 3. We say that a potential ö is a superparity potential if for any

U : (Ytr) "' )ytvt), at1 €Y, V e W, therelation

§v(?gtr,. . . ,01v1Uty1) : Q(ur, ,. . . ,aty1), dr € {-1, 1},

holds.

Lemma 2. Let Q be a potentiil satisfying

sup )- sup lo.71y)l < m.
a€Z'r.olirwyeYr

If the potential O åas the superparity property, then the corresponding Gibbs
random freld is a martingale-difference.

This lemma follows from the superparity of the potential O combined with
Lemma 1.

One can construct many examples of superparity potentials ö : {Qy, V €
W). For example, for Y € 17 define

@v(vr,t ev): { fl"' lvll(Diamv)-''' ^t ) 0' lvl <2'
[ 0, lvl> 2;

or
§v(y,,t e v) -exp{ -::ylv,llvl'l1, 7 > 0.

There are several well-known articles dealing with the central limit theorem
for martingale-difference random processes.

The next theorem is a direct consequence of the results of Brown [3] and
Dvoretsky [5].
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Theorem 1. Let Sv, V € W, be a martingale asociated
Lr2, . . .. Srppose the following conditions hold:
DrTai ) "'l§il, o2 ) 0, Ehail2+6 < Cl§ry+e12, 0 ( C < a, 6 > 0;
åere D sfands for the variance, and L,i: Vi \ Vi-r, \ai - Sui - Sui_,,,
j -21 31 "'2n

2) 1im,,-+oo(DSv")-r Di=rCov(q'o,,sgn/i) - 0, where
Ii - E(q'o, I ,lor,.. .,rlai_r) -E,qL,, j - 2,3,....

Then for any n € Pr

i.e., the t::^l filimit theorem holds.

The conditions of this type can be checked for the martingales Sy , V e W ,
which are sums of weakly dependent random variables (see [1], [6-8]). In this
paper we restrict ourselves to the consideration of martingales which are sums of
components of a weakly dependent random field. We use the following mixing
coeffi.cients

a*,,(p) : l-lp. . {o(Mr,Mv);I,V eW,p(I,V)> p,lll < *,lVl < n},
rn,n€Nu{o}

a(Mr,Mv): 
. _.:u!_-- le1e4 - p(A)p(B)|,

AeMr,B€Mv'

Mr : o(g,t e I), Mv - o(g,t e V),

p(I,v): 
".,,tl.rp(r,t), 

p(r,r) : 
,?,T,;s(;) - t(;);, s,t e z'.

Theorem 2. Let (1, t e Z', be a martingale-differcnce freld satisfying
E(, : 0, inf67, n€? : of; > 0, and

t € Z' ,, a.s.

e-u'/2 d,u,

runction ;;":l; :?"!l *oo rhen ror any increasins
CZ',n-1,2,...

1 f'I
,ffiJ-*

Suppose

where f (*) is some
sequen ce of cubes Vn

,8"((n
u»r,(,) 

-''' 
,r»r^rr. 

r) - # l:-e-u'/'dr.
Note that in contrast to the well-known central limit theorems for weakly

dependent random fields (see for example [2], [4], [g-11]) the mixing coeffcients
in Theorem 2 do not depend on the dimension of the lattice Zv .
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Theorem 3. Let Q be a translation invariarft potential having tåe superpar-

ity property. Suppose O åas a sufrciently smaJl norm

lloll : » l/l .y3 lo"'(u)l.
Jzo€J€w Y€Yt

Then the central limit theorem holds for the corresponding Gibbs random field for
any increasing sequence of cubes Vn C Z' , fl : 7r2r. , .,

This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 2 and Theorem 9.1.1 of [10].
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